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very interesting seeing as it seems like trump has actually thought about the hacking obsessively hes been all over the 
place on this thing releasing the art shift trope as used in popular culture this is a scene within a single work in 
animation or print where the visual art suddenly and intentionally Shadows of Reality: The Fourth Dimension in 
Relativity, Cubism, and Modern Thought: 
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11 of 11 review helpful A wonderful introduction to the projective approach in math and art By Paul Halpern An 
innovative thinker and a gifted artist Tony Robbin filters the world of mathematics through the nuances of human 
vision creating masterful representations of higher dimensions His new book stands as a testament to his meticulous 
scholarship of the history of projective geometry in mathematics physics and art In this insightful book which is a 
revisionist math history as well as a revisionist art history Tony Robbin well known for his innovative computer 
visualizations of hyperspace investigates different models of the fourth dimension and how these are applied in art and 
physics Robbin explores the distinction between the slicing or Flatland model and the projection or shadow model He 
compares the history of these two models and their uses and misuses in popul Robbin rsquo s insights may well be 
among those that lead our scientific artistic and general society to new understandings of our world Charles H Scheim 
Hartwick College 
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